
 

 
 

 

BGC and IBIA sign cooperation agreement on betting and integrity 

12 May 2021: The Betting and Gaming Council (BGC) and the International Betting Integrity 
Association (IBIA) have signed a Memorandum of Understanding with the aim of promoting 
regulated betting market frameworks and related integrity provisions. The two bodies, which 

represent many of the largest regulated sports betting operators in the world, will coordinate their 

global activities in existing and emerging markets.  

Brigid Simmonds, Chairman of the BGC, said: ‘We are pleased to announce this new partnership, 

which will help us champion the betting industry internationally. The IBIA is playing a decisive part 

in ensuring that sports betting markets are duly regulated, and sports integrity is at the core of its 

action. The BGC will wholeheartedly join this effort and bring its experience and expertise in 

promoting world class standards in new and emerging sports betting markets.’ 

Khalid Ali, CEO of IBIA, said: “Both of our associations are active internationally and in many 
of the same markets, share many of the same members and have many of the same 
regulatory goals. We’ve already been collaborating in markets such as Brazil and it was a 
natural progression to a more formal and structured relationship. The scope of our combined 
membership gives us a powerful mandate to speak on behalf of a large part of the regulated 
sector and policymakers welcome that level of focused industry engagement.”   
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About the cooperation agreement 

The purpose of the agreement is to provide a framework for cooperation and coordination between the 
BGC and IBIA. It may involve a wide range of activities, including but not limited to, sharing information and 
intelligence about relevant sports betting markets, launching cooperative projects such as research studies 
in areas of mutual interest, and delivering cohesive messages and approaches. Its core objective will be 
the establishment of viable regulated betting markets with high consumer channelling rates and related 
consumer, sports and operator protection measures. 

About the Betting and Gaming Council 

The BGC is a standards body that represents the regulated betting and gaming industry, including land-
based casinos, bookmakers and online gambling operators. BGC membership consists of nearly 100 
companies, including most of the world’s largest licensed online gambling operators and software 
providers. They provide legitimate, regulated online gambling services to tens of millions of customers in 
multiple licensing jurisdictions across the world. For more information about us, please visit our 
website: www.bettingandgamingcouncil.com. 

 



 

About the International Betting Integrity Association  

The International Betting Integrity Association is the leading global voice on integrity for the licensed betting 
industry. Our members share a common goal of combating betting corruption to protect the integrity of 
sport and their businesses. Established in 2005 and formerly known as ESSA, we are a not for profit 
association whose members include many of the world’s largest regulated betting operators, active across 
six continents. Members undergo a rigorous due diligence process and must adhere to our code of conduct 
committing them to responsible betting practices.  

The International Betting Integrity Association’s Monitoring & Alert Platform is a highly effective anti-
corruption tool that detects and reports suspicious activity on its members’ betting markets. The bespoke 
system tracks transactional activity linked to individual consumer accounts, clearly distinguishing it from 
commercial monitoring systems focused on simple odds movements. The association has longstanding 
information sharing partnerships with leading sports bodies including FIFA, UEFA, the ITIA and the IOC and 
many gambling regulators to utilise this data and prosecute corruption. The association maintains a policy 
of transparency and publishes quarterly integrity reports analysing activity reported on the Platform. 


